
ONLINE DATA ANALYTICS BOOT CAMP @ NVU

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
As a participant, you’ll gain a high-level 
understanding of data science and set the 
groundwork for using data as a tool for decision 
making. You will:

• Develop a data-driven mindset;

• Download and install the R statistical 
computational package to a supported machine;

• Perform data import, manipulation, 
summarization, and analysis in R;

• Leverage data to determine strategy and make 
better decisions;

• Learn effective methods of data presentation; and

• Work on a real-world, hands-on data science 
project.

The skills people and organizations need to succeed are changing. You will be required to understand 
the language of data no matter where you are in your career or in what industry you work. Master 
the fundamentals of data analytics in this ten-week online boot camp where you can learn the 
basics of data science today and start impacting your work tomorrow.

TO REGISTER OR RECEIVE MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: CPSDirector@NorthernVermont.edu  |  802.626.4867

COURSE FEE AND DURATION
STARTS ON:  September 14, 2020

ENDS ON:  November 20, 2020

DURATION:  10 weeks  

ANTICIPATED TIME COMMITMENT:  
3–5 hrs/week

Cost: $1,499

A USER-FRIENDLY APPROACH 
We’ve put together a streamlined approach for you to build practical data analytics knowledge  
and skills in three steps:

1. Learn fundamental data analytics concepts through bite-sized learning. 

2. Put into practice your new skills with sample assignments.

3. Apply what you learn in a real-world project of your own.

A PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM SOLVERS, ANALYSTS, AND STRATEGIC THINKERS 
This program is for those looking to gain a foundational understanding of data and how it can 
strengthen strategic thinking, and the decision-making process. Data enthusiasts that like problem 
solving, have an aptitude towards critical thinking, and who are seeking a truly hands-on learning 
experience will profit most. Analysts without R coding experience will also benefit. 

Successful candidates will have the ability to grasp quantitative concepts. Some experience with 
statistics either in the classroom or as a professional is a prerequisite for the boot camp.

Robot-proof your career. 
Learn data analytics at Northern Vermont University.

REGISTER
TODAY!



WHAT TO EXPECT 
In this 100% online boot camp, you have the opportunity to learn on any device on your schedule. As 
experts in this field, NVU faculty will guide you through a logical sequence of data analytic concepts. 
Meaningful assignments and practical applications will improve understanding and strengthen 
retention. A real-world, mentored capstone project will allow you to employ your newly developed 
data analytic skills in a supportive environment. 

Dr. Greg Petrics 
Associate Professor, Mathematics 

About Greg 
Dr. Petrics has over a decade of experience 
teaching courses on mathematics, statistics 
and technical computing in languages such as 
R, MATLAB, Maple, GeoGebra, and others to 
students from all disciplines. 

He consults for the Vermont Mathematics 
Initiative (VMI), a masters program supporting 
highly effective mathematics instruction. He has 
authored several white papers. As an advocate 
of open-source academic materials, he also has 
authored an open-source book on calculus.

Bradley Beth 
Assistant Professor, Computer Science 

About Bradley 
Bradley has 19 years of experience in the field of 
computer science education.

Prior to starting his position at NVU, Bradley 
was Data Analytics Developer for EDUCAUSE, 
a nonprofit association and community of 
technology, academic, industry, and campus 
leaders advancing higher education through 
the use of IT. Bradley and his team collected, 
analyzed, and reported institutional, faculty, and 
student usage data from thousands of academic 
institutions worldwide.

DATA ANALYTICS BOOT CAMP CURRICULUM
Module 1: Data Science for Managers
Module 2: Introduction to R
Module 3: Intermediate R
Module 4: Visualizing Data

Module 5: Importing Data
Module 6: Exploratory Data Analysis
Module 7: Project Planning
Module 8: Mentored Capstone Project

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION 
Northern Vermont University issues a certificate of completion to participants upon successful 
completion of the program. This program is graded as a pass or fail; participants must complete 
all modules and receive 75 percent or more on course assessments to pass in order to obtain a 
certificate of completion. This program is not assessed for academic credit.

MEET OUR DATA ANALYTICS BOOT CAMP FACULTY 
Our instructors come from academia and industry. They have rich experience in teaching as well as 
application of data analytic concepts in a business environment. 

THE CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDIES TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
To access online learning with the NVU Center for Professional Studies, you will need the following:

• A working email address,

• A device connected to the Internet, such as a computer or laptop, tablet, or cell phone, and

• The latest version of your browser of choice.

Find out more about Northern Vermont University’s Center for Professional Studies at NorthernVermont.edu/CPS

100% ONLINE
Take online data 
analytics boot camps 
that fit your schedule.

3-5 HOURS PER WEEK
Complete your boot 
camps in record time.

10 WEEKS
Learn the fundamentals  
of data analytics in just  
10 weeks.


